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INDU: Stratification of the Corolla is crucial for added value
Backing-up our recent price target upgrade for INDU to PkR2,192/sh
(hike of 5.9% over previous TP), we base our bullish stance on: 1)
furthered market penetration for a lower-end flanker variant, 2)
revival of 'bandwagon effect' demand through upgrading the lower
end offering of the flagship Corolla (making ~71% of revenues over
FY18-21F), and 3) fortifying INDU's product suite to fend-off upcoming
competition. In this case, we refine our expectations of a possible
new model in the 1,000CC to 1,300CC category ( Toyota Vios - Oct'17
note "Toyota Corolla warrants an upgrade"), where we engrave our
expectations based on channel checks, affirmative news flow and
industry experts endorsing our case of the likelihood of an upgraded
model announcement by 4QFY18-1QFY19. Looking at past product
profiles, we highlight INDU's lack of offerings, making the case for
INDU replacing the 1.3L Corolla variant exploring how INDU's
margins move over a range of price points and expected demand
from penetration/bandwagon-led demand, aiming to safeguard
market share, while retaining profitability. While our workings remain
preliminary, results indicate margins are augmented by brand
segmentation, where a flanker could enhance gross margins by
25% and our fair value by a further ~16%. Currently, our BUY stance
offers 22% upside, where 'likelihood' of new variants are sweeteners.
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News and Views

The govt has lifted the ban on furnace oil for running power plants
directing PSO to place orders. Further, it has been decided that power
producers will make payments to PSO in advance to avoid circular debt.
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The Commerce Division, after receiving feedback from some industries,
is considering further reduction in duty on raw materials in the upcoming
budget at a cost of PkR20bn per annum. It was recommended to bring
down duty to zero per cent from 3pc on 151 tariff lines and remove
regulatory duty on 51 tariff lines where anti-dumping duty has been
imposed. In another news, Commerce Minister specifically said govt will
consider abolishing regulatory duty on steel.

(share mn)

May-17

The federal government has deferred second phase of the Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) with China on the demand of the business community.
Commerce Minister said the talks will continue till a final draft is agreed
upon.
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Product mix diversity is vital: Analyzing data from FY01-17, we highlight
the previously diverse product mix for the OEM, where the passenger
economy segment was a priority with the Cuore till FY12, supplanted by
the 4x4 Hilux. Recently the OEM has focused on premium SUV offerings,
upgrading both the Hilux (with the Revo) and 2nd-gen Fortuner. We believe
the OEMs absence from the mid-size sedan segment is an untapped,
low-CAPEX (details of model specification in our Oct'17 note "Toyota
Corolla warrants an upgrade") value enhancer, making it a 'no-brainer'
product enhancement, in our view.
Recent valuation upgrade: Following the financial results (1HFY18) and
the analyst briefing that took place last month, we raised our TP case for
INDU to PkR2,192/sh (March 26th note "Catalysts under the hood demand
buy!") on the back of new 3.0 Fortuner/Hilux Diesel variants, upcoming
debottleneck activity online (4QFY18) taking total capacity to ~75K
units/annum and the pickup in demand for LCVs as CPEC development
continues, we explore additional product enhancements that INDU might
introduce. Basing our bullish stance on channel checks, affirmative news
flow and industry experts endorsing our case of the likelihood of an
upgraded model announcement by 4QFY18-1QFY19. Moreover, we note
news flow of management comments regarding additional investment
inflow in the domestic auto assembling industry to match enhanced local
www.akdsecurities.net
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Backing-up our recent price target upgrade for INDU to PkR2,192/sh
(hike of 5.9% over previous TP), we base our bullish stance on: 1)
furthered market penetration for a lower-end flanker variant, 2) revival
of 'bandwagon effect' demand through upgrading the lower end
offering of the flagship Corolla (making ~71% of revenues over FY1821F), and 3) fortifying INDU's product suite to fend-off upcoming
competition. In this case, we refine our expectations of a possible
new model in the 1,000CC to 1,300CC category ( Toyota Vios - Oct'17
note "Toyota Corolla warrants an upgrade"), where we engrave our
expectations based on channel checks, affirmative news flow and
industry experts endorsing our case of the likelihood of an upgraded
model announcement by 4QFY18-1QFY19. Looking at past product
profiles, we highlight INDU's lack of offerings, making the case for
INDU replacing the 1.3L Corolla variant exploring how INDU's margins
move over a range of price points and expected demand from
penetration/bandwagon-led demand, aiming to safeguard market
share, while retaining profitability. While our workings remain
preliminary, results indicate margins are augmented by brand
segmentation, where a flanker could enhance gross margins by 25%
and our fair value by a further ~16%. Currently, our BUY stance offers
22% upside, where 'likelihood' of new variants are sweeteners.
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INDU: Historical sales break-down
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Historical sales comparison
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Revisiting our expectations for replacing the 1.3L variant: In addition
to identifying the need for a lower-end model in order to cater the upcoming
competition (Oct'17), we now discuss the possible financial impacts on
INDU of such addition to their existing offering. The sensitivity illustrates
the impacts on gross profit for the OEM (assuming costs are maintained
at projected levels for the 1.3L offerings in FY19F) as the new model is
brought in the specified range of possible list prices. We posit the new
variant (likely the Toyota Vios) replacing the 1.3L Corolla variant varying
prices in the range of -10% to +15% impacting gross profits by -PkR5.9bn
(26% of total gross profit for FY19E) to +PkR15.2bn (66% of total gross
profit for FY19E) on our base case, where a range of possibilities can be
seen.
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FY19F: Corolla sales break-down
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Gross Profit sensitivity to price and quantity assumptions for
new 1.3L sedan model replacing 1.3L Corolla (PkRMN)
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demand while competing with new entrants. In this regard, with excess
capacity on the production side, the case for a model extension to its current
portfolio is reinforced.
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Risks: Limitations of this analysis include: 1) lack of information regarding
specific, high cost component (engine block, power train) that are likely to
be lower for a 1,000CC or below offering, where the possibility of a such
a variant at a lower price point is high, 2) factoring any hike in below the
line expenses (specifically higher marketing expenses) at this stage had
to be avoided for the sake of conciseness and 3) CAPEX plans could vary
to a large degree, impacting total contribution to NPAT from a new model.
Investment perspective: Based on these results, we believe the OEMs
entry into additional segments opens room for margin accretion, where the
new 1.3L variant could capture up to 20% of gross profits (vs. 15.8% for
the 1.3L forecasted for FY19F) adding additional ~16% upside to our current
valuation. Awaiting confirmation of these developments, where management
remains tight-lipped as new variant timeline are considered by the industry
to be a crucial source of competitive intelligence, we retain our BUY stance,
offering 22% upside at current price levels.
www.akdsecurities.net
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Disclosure Section
Neither the information nor any opinion expressed herein constitutes an offer or a solicitation of an offer to transact in any
securities or other financial instrument and is for the personal information of the recipient containing general information only.
AKD Securities Limited (hereinafter referred as AKDS) is not soliciting any action based upon it. This report is not intended to
provide personal investment advice nor does it provide individually tailored investment advice. This report does not take into
account the specific investment objectives, financial situation/financial circumstances and the particular needs of any specific
person. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in financial instruments and implementing
investment strategies discussed or recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects
may not be realized. AKDS recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies and it
encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor.
The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor's individual circumstances and objectives.
The securities or strategies discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and certain investors may not be eligible
to purchase or participate in some or all of them.
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Reports prepared by AKDS research personnel are based on public information. AKDS makes every effort to use reliable,
report have not been reviewed by and may not reflect information known to professionals in other business areas of AKDS
including investment banking personnel. AKDS has established information barriers between certain business groups maintaining
complete independence of this research report.
This report has been prepared independently of any issuer of securities mentioned herein and not in connection with any
proposed offering of securities or as agent of any issuer of any securities. Neither AKDS, nor any of its affiliates or their research
analysts have any authority whatsoever to make any representation or warranty on behalf of the issuer(s). AKDS Research
Policy prohibits research personnel from disclosing a recommendation, investment rating, or investment thesis for review by
an issuer prior to the publication of a research report containing such rating, recommendation or investment thesis.
We have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained herein is accurate, up to date, and complies with
all prevailing Pakistani legislations. However, no liability can be accepted for any errors or omissions, or for any loss resulting
from the use of the information provided as any data and research material provided ahead of an investment decision are for
information purposes only. We shall not be liable for any errors in the provision of this information, or for any actions taken in
reliance thereon. We reserve the right to amend, alter, or withdraw any of the information contained in these pages at any time
and without notice. No liability is accepted for such changes.
Stock Ratings
Different securities firms use a variety of rating terms as well as different rating systems to describe their recommendations. A
rating system which uses similar terms such as Buy, Accumulate, Neutral, Reduce and Sell is not equivalent to our rating system.
Investors should carefully read the definitions of all ratings used in each research report. In addition, research reports contain
information carrying the analyst's view and investors should carefully read the entire research report and not infer its contents
from the rating ascribed by the analyst. In any case, ratings or research should not be used or relied upon as investment advice.
An investor's decision to buy, sell or hold a stock should depend on individual circumstances (such as the investors existing
holdings or investment objectives) and other considerations. Please see our table below for ratings definitions which are based
on price returns.

Rating Definitions
Buy

> 20% upside potential

Accumulate

> 5% to < 20% upside potential

Neutral

< 5% to > -5% potential

Reduce

< -5% to > -20% downside potential

Sell

< -20% downside potential
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Analyst Certification of Independence
The analysts hereby certify that their views about the companies and their securities discussed in this report are accurately
expressed and that they have not received and will not receive direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing
specific recommendations or views in this report.
The research analysts, strategists or research associates principally having received compensation responsible for the preparation
of this AKDS research report based upon various factors including quality of research, investor client feedback, stock picking,
competitive factors and firm revenues.
Disclosure of Interest Area
AKDS and the authoring analyst do not have any interest in any companies recommended in this research report irrespective
of the fact that AKD Securities Limited may have, within the last three years, served as manager or co-manager of a public
offering of securities for, or currently may make a primary market in issues of, any or all of the entities mentioned in this report
or may be providing, or have provided within the previous 12 months, significant advice or investment services in relation to
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the investment concerned or a related investment.
Regional Disclosures (Outside Pakistan)
The information provided in this report and the report itself is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in
any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject AKDS
or its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirements within such jurisdiction or country.
Furthermore, all copyrights, patents, intellectual and other property in the information contained in this report are held by AKDS.
No rights of any kind are licensed or assigned or shall otherwise pass to persons accessing this information. You may print
copies of the report or information contained within herein for your own private non-commercial use only, provided that you do
not change any copyright, trade mark or other proprietary notices. All other copying, reproducing, transmitting, distributing or
displaying of material in this report (by any means and in whole or in part) is prohibited.
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